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Sottini bathrooms encapsulates impeccable 
design with an alliance in form and function,  
the ultimate vision for discerning architects  
and specifiers aiming to provide world class 
quality within their hotel bathroom, with product 
that expresses simplicity and confidence. 

For centuries, the Sottini brand has been 
synonymous with crafting bathrooms dedicated 
to the finer detail, combining the best classical 
design with the latest technology. Started by 
two brothers, Antonio and Guiseppe Sottini in 
Italy, the brand continues to deliver exceptional 
timeless elegance with modern innovation.

Sottini not only provides exceptional quality 
bathrooms, but a real understanding of the 
demands to the non-residential market.  
This knowledge of increasing regulation and 
the need for improved resource management 
guarantees you’ll find the right sanitary  
products for your non-residential project.

Sottini – simply imagine. 

Redefining the standard for hotel bathrooms.

Crafted for outstanding impact
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Hotel Products
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18 Urbane Indulgence
20 Stylish Space
24 Sophisticated Glamour

It’s an unconscious routine, almost a ritual, that  
happens when a guest walks into a hotel room;  
drop the bags, check the view, inspect the bathroom.

Today’s guest demands  
a lot from their bathroom, 
they expect to be impressed, 
they hope to be intrigued. 
And they want to have 
nothing like it at home.
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Excite and intrigue in presidential suites when  
good taste is paramount and excellence is expected. 

Grand Refinement

Stilaro vessel washbasin, Velino basin mixer, Turano  
wall mounted WC, Velino shower - elegant, Borbera 
Cube M1 rainshower head, synergy wet room panel  
and bracket.

Wall Tiles: Mosa Terra Tones Range – colour ref 206 size 60 x 30cm 
Floor Tiles: Mosa Terra Range – colour ref 216V size 60 x 60cm
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Indulge guests with excellence in the presidential 
suite, with an internal ambience to match that of 
unrivalled views. Choose ceramic with pure form that 
expresses both simplicity and sensuality to charm 
even the most discerning guests. An elegant haven 
for relaxation, pampering and indulgence. 

Piomba freestanding bath, Turano freestanding bath shower mixer.
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Vara freestanding bath, Paglia freestanding 
bath shower mixer, Velino shower - luxurious, 
Synergy wet room panel and shower bracket.

Clean, calm and serene. A fresh environment to 
enjoy a peaceful stay with the luxury and flexibility 
of an invigorating shower and relaxing bathing 
experience. Let Sottini’s balanced form cocoon 
you in peace and tranquillity. 

Modern style and materials combine  
in unrivalled opulence.

Contemporary  
Luxury
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Bonamico vessel washbasin, Paglia basin mixer, Vara freestanding 
bath, Paglia freestanding bath shower mixer.
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Vara wall mounted WC, Bonamico vessel washbasin, Paglia basin mixer.
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Santorini bath, Lambro bath filler, Basento 
thermostatic shower mixer, Borbera fixed head 
rainshower, Synergy bath screen, Anapo back 
to wall WC.

Minimal style with inoffensive lines create a simplistic 
environment paired with innovative product for the 
ultimate balance of form and function. 

Convenience meets effortless style.

Classically Elegant
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Magra semi-countertop basin, Lambro basin mixer, Magra mirror.

Wall Tiles: Mosa Murals Change Collection – colour ref 34510 size 30 x 30cm 
Floor Tiles: Mosa Greys Range – colour ref 236V size 60 x 60cm
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Beauty and inspiration beyond  
the norm, on a human scale.

Urban Indulgence

Bonamico vessel washbasin, Paglia basin mixer, Anapo wall 
hung WC, Velino shower - elegant, synergy shower enclosure, 
simplicity shower tray.

Floor Tiles: Mosa Terra Range – colour ref 216V size 60 x 60cm 
Wall Tiles: Mosa Murals Change Collection – colour ref 34550 size 15 x 30cm

Intrigue and delight with unexpected, 
decorative twists and honest, 
minimally designed ceramic  
creating a spa-like environment. 
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Efficiency, functionality and purity  
of concept flawlessly delivered.

Stylish Space

Magra vessel washbasin, Lambro tall basin mixer, Basento 
thermostatic shower mixer, Borbera fixed head rainshower, 
Synergy wet room panel, Chiani wall mounted WC.

Wall Tiles: Mosa Kho Liang Le Collection – colour refs 16904 and 16905 size 10 x 10cm 
Floor Tiles: Terra Range – colour ref 200V size 60 x 60cm
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Rotaldo freestanding bath, Paglia freestanding bath shower mixer.

Floor Tile: Terra Range – colour ref 200V size 60 x 60cm

Flexible solutions without compromising 
on design ensure a variety of timeless 
Sottini product fits every shape and sized 
bathroom. Compact washbasins, wall  
hung WCs and baths with bath shower 
mixers help create the illusion of space  
and maintain expected standards. 
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Create theatre, provoke opinion,  
dare to be different.

Sophisticated 
Glamour

Ombrone washbasin, Ciane basin mixer, Anapo wall hung WC.
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Dazzle guests the moment they walk through the 
door with exquisite washrooms that surprise with 
unsurpassed facilities and beautiful, ergonomic 
shapes. Totum basins with wall mounted taps inspire 
with minimalistic design and soft, sculptured curves.

Ombrone washbasin, Ciane basin mixer, Aridian waterless urinal.
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Norms and standards

The right specification

- When it comes to water saving and the 
environment, we pride ourselves on the large 
number of BREEAM compatible and water 
label listed products available. If you have 
a target water usage per bedroom, we can 
help you achieve the most efficient ratings

- Our 3D visualisation service enables  
you to see exactly what your proposed 
bathroom or washroom will look like before 
installation, assisting you to bring your  
vision to life and share with colleagues  
and clients easily

- Sometimes an outside eye can look 
independently at your product choices and 
combinations and make new suggestions  
to improve your plans or suggest something 
you would never have thought about. 
Speak to a member of our Sottini team to 
make sure your solution is both ergonomic, 
environmentally friendly, functional and 
above all, beautiful

- BIM; we have over 2,000 BIM models 
created by our in-house team. Talk to  
us today about any questions you may  
have relating to incorporating our 
models into your plans

- Part M specifies that 1 in 20 hotel 
rooms have to be wheelchair accessible. 
We take these requirements seriously 
and can provide any technical advice 
necessary on what you need to do and 
corresponding product that can ensure 
your bathroom is both functional and  
as beautiful as every other room  
in the hotel

- We understand that your Sottini  
en suite bathroom needs to look the 
part for many years after installation 
which is why we are available to 
suggest product that is easy to 
maintain and clean, whilst a 24 hour 
support line can provide spare parts 
quickly and efficiently

- Should you experience any issues with 
your Sottini bathroom, our dedicated  
team are on hand to help you with any  
problems or breakages throughout the 
life of your bathroom

Specifying a hotel bathroom can carry with it a huge number of considerations that 
must be taken into account to ensure that legal, operational and customer requirements 
are satisfactorily met. Our dedicated Sottini hotel team are on hand to help you with any 
of the below considerations. 
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In the heart of London’s Clerkenwell 
district, in an old space re-imagined 
by Ben Kelly Design, Sottini products 
are displayed in a constantly evolving 
environment, creating a unique 
opportunity to evaluate the ultimate 
in contemporary bathroom and 
washroom design.

The Bath Room is a hub of inspiration, 
information and contemplation for 
architects and interior designers. 
A facility devoted to the very best 

that Sottini has to offer, established 
with the purpose of firing your 
imagination and assisting you at 
each stage of the design process. 
Professional work-stations, well 
equipped meeting rooms and 
building-wide WiFi are available to 
help you and your client get the most 
from your visit.

With its own interior designer and  
a team that can advise on the latest 
technology as well as legislation and 

regulation, The Bath Room is a  
centre of excellence dedicated  
to helping you create the optimal 
bathroom or washroom.

2nd Floor, 99 Charterhouse Street, 
London EC1M 6HR 
T 020 7253 4776  F 020 7250 1072

For further information visit 
www.thebath-room.com

Architects paradise

The Bath Room
“ The Bath Room is a unique resource 
facility, delivering a showcase of 
expertise coupled with the capability 
to offer unrivalled design service 
allowing the complete bathroom 
specification package to be created.” 

   Lucy Stokes, Director.
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Guarantee
Lifetime
All ceramic products

5 years
On taps and mixers, toilet 
seats and cistern fittings

10 years
On shower enclosures and trays

25 years
On acrylic baths

Our confidence in the quality and 
reliability of our product allows us to offer 
outstanding extended guarantees on all 
our products – where the product fails 
within 5/25 years/lifetime we offer a free 
replacement or replacement part (or nearest 
equivalent). So when your washroom and 
bathroom has been satisfactorily installed 
and is working well, please ensure you 
register your guarantee.

Liability is limited to individual products  
and the guarantee does not cover the 
consequential loss or damage or installation 
costs. This guarantee does not affect your 
statutory rights. Products must be installed, 
used and cared for in line with our fixing 
instructions and local water regulations, and 
room must be adequately ventilated.

Parts (eg. flushvalves) are guaranteed for 
five years and will be replaced if found to be 
faulty. The guarantee does not cover general 
wear and tear. Applies to UK and Republic 
of Ireland only.

Colours printed in this book are as near 
as possible to the manufactured range of 
Sottini quality bathrooms. For accurate 
comparisons of colours, see actual ware on 
display at Sottini retailers. Our policy is one 
of continuous improvement and we reserve 
the right to change specification and design 
at any time without notice.

All measurements are in centimetres and 
are approximate. Products can be subject to 
tolerances due to manufacturing processes.

Dyson 
Dyson ltd 
Tetbury hill 
Malmesbury 
Wiltshire 
SN16 0RP 
www.dyson.co.uk 
+44 (0)800 345 7788

Page 24 
Airblade V hand dryer

Designers Guild 
267-277 King’s Road 
London, SW3 5EN  
www.designersguild.com 
+44 (0)207 351 577

Page 18 and 25 
‘Nabucco’ in noir wallpaper

www.sottini.co.uk
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Wall Tiles: Mosa Terra Tones 
Range – colour ref 206 size 
60 x 30cm

Floor Tiles: Mosa Terra  
Range – colour ref 216V  
size 60 x 60cm

Page 16 
Mosa Murals Change 
Collection – colour ref 
34510 size 30 x 30cm

Page 17 
Floor Tiles: Mosa Greys  
Range – colour ref 236V  
size 60 x 60cm

Wall Tiles: Mosa Murals 
Change Collection – colour 
ref 34510 size 30 x 30cm

Page 19 
Floor Tiles: Mosa Terra  
Range – colour ref 216V  
size 60 x 60cm

Wall Tiles: Mosa Murals 
Change Collection – colour 
ref 34550 size 15 x 30cm

Page 20 and 21 
Wall Tiles: Mosa Kho Liang  
Le Collection – colour  
refs 16904 and 16905  
size 10 x 10cm

Floor Tiles: Terra Range – 
colour ref 200V size  
60 x 60cm
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Floor Tiles: Terra Range – 
colour ref 200V size  
60 x 60cm


